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What makes the grain industry 
significant or unique to 
Louisiana? 



“The Mississippi River connects us to the interior part of the country and provides an  

economical means of transporting the grain down to the export area which is basically south of 

Baton Rouge to the mouth of the river.” 

 

“The fact that we export so much grain through South Louisiana makes us a rarity. United 

States is huge in exporting food, particularly grain. Virtually . . . and I don’t know the 

percentages . . . but all the exported grain from Canada and the United States . . . of all of it, a 

significant percentage of it passes through New Orleans. Or passed in New Orleans to one of 

these ten export elevators. We, in a true sense of the word, feed the world.” 

 

“It’s because of the port. You can bring the grain down from the whole heartland down the 

Mississippi River.” 

 

“The Mississippi River it makes it unique because it’s the primary exporting location of this 

country. And the barge traffic up and down the Mississippi River makes it easy to move the 

grain out of the country….This is the busiest port for grain in the entire world for exporting 

grain.…The largest grain elevators and the fastest are here in this state.”   



Port of New Orleans 
 

• 1928 – 3,028,708 bushels of grain were exported in October 

• 1930 - $1,050,020.36  to run grain elevator operating department; the increase in port business 
also called for the building of a unification of railroad terminals and a Mississippi river traffic 
bridge  

• 1946 – over one million bushels unloaded by the Public Grain Elevator 

• 1953 – The March of Time Series did an episode on the port 

• 1954 – 45% of the grain received by the port came in by barge; shipments totaled 12,969,731 
bushels; expansion of the port to include truck unloading facilities 

• 1955 – Public Grain Elevator handles billionth bushel of grain 



Industry History 
Rice was introduced to Louisiana as early as 1718  

The first grain elevator in the United States was built 

in Buffalo, New York in 1842 
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Public Grain Elevator 



#SecretWheat 
“So when I started working at Zen-Noh Grain in Convent, Louisiana, in 1982, 

we were loading Russian ships for several years. I can remember that, too, 

because they're usually the biggest ships and they always have that hammer and 

scythe insignia on the smokestack of the ships. So I always knew it was a 

Russian vessel. And so for several years we did load grain going to Russia. Then 

all of a sudden it just kind of quit. I don't know if this is one of the main reasons, 

but I had heard that, I think the United States was – and I'm not sure this is 

completely true but - subsidizing grain to Russia because the Russians would 

take the grain and their people were not doing so well and then somehow . . . If I 

remember right, there's some story about how the grain got to the ports of Russia 

and then it would just sit there and there was no infrastructure to get it inland to 

the people and the grain rotted on the docks. And so eventually America just quit 

doing it. There's probably more to that story, you know, politically, but who 

knows.” 

-Bart Bauer, 2018 



#SecretWheat 



Cereal Heist, 1975 



Cereal Heist, 1975 

“Private inspection was pretty much entrenched in the export industry for a lot 

of years. And then they had some governmental changes that occurred in the 

late seventies that required the Federal Grain Inspection Service to supervise 

at the beginning. And then, typically, in a two or three-year period, they took 

over all exported grain in the country. So they had to be there and it kind of 

minimized the role of the inspection companies, private inspection 

companies.” 

-Ricky Creed, 2018 



Cereal Heist, 1975 
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Legacies of Risk and Vice 

“And it spurred a lot of design changes. It was an older design that utilized 

a head house design and bucket elevators, which are since – You try to get 

it . . . If you have the real estate, you try not to do that. You try to get the 

product elevated using more conventional belt conveyors rather than bucket 

elevators if you can. . . . bucket elevators had a reputation of just, a 

potential for problems with either fire or burned out bearings or whatnot. 

That, in this particular case, a spark or something can be carried from silo 

to silo to silo to silo. Boom. Boom. Boom. Boom. Boom. ” 

-Tim Duncan, 2018 



Legacies of Risk and Vice 
CHANDLER TAYLOR: Do you remember anything about an FBI [Federal Bureau of 

Investigation] investigation of the Public Grain Elevator? 

 

CLARA BEACH: No, but I know there was one. I know there was one and I know where we lived, 

the FBI men had come out. They never came up to our door or anything, but they came out and knew 

where we lived, our house number, our car number, our car license plate, everything. They had 

everything down. And I found that out later. But they never bothered us at all. 

 

TAYLOR: Do you know what they were investigating or why they were around? 

 

BEACH: They were just investigating because of the elevator, from the elevator explosion. 



What makes the grain industry 
significant or unique to 
Louisiana? 

What makes Louisiana 
significant or unique to the 
grain industry? 


